Malaysia’s Performance in Worldwide Cost
of Living 2014
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1.0

Introduction

1.1

This survey is published twice yearly that compares the prices of over 400
items across 160 products and services. These include food, drink,
clothing, household supplies, home rents, recreation, transport, utility
bills and private school Fees.

2.0

Highlights of the Report

2.1

Singapore has been named the world’s most expensive city to live in 2014,
according to the Economic Intelligence Unit (EIU) Worldwide Cost of Living 2014,
which was released yesterday (4th February 2014). The city replaced Tokyo, last
year’s winner, which has been pushed out into joint-sixth place. Making up the
rest
of
the
top
five
were
Paris,
Oslo,
Zurich
and
Sydney in fifth.

2.2

The city-state was 18th most expensive ten years ago and has actually seen the
cost of living compared with New York City decline over the last 12 months.
However, over the last decade a 40% currency appreciation, coupled with solid
price inflation, has consistently pushed Singapore up the ranking.

2.3

The city also has some structurally expensive items that skew the overall cost of
living upwards. For example, car costs have very high related certificate of
entitlement fees attached to them, which makes Singapore significantly more
expensive than any other location when it comes to running a car. As a result,
transport costs in Singapore are almost three times higher than in New York.

3.0

Key Findings
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4.0

Methodology

4.1

The survey itself is a purpose-built internet tool designed to help human
resources and finance managers calculate cost-of-living allowances and build
compensation packages for expatriates and business travellers. The survey
incorporates easy-to-understand comparative cost-of-living indices between
cities. The survey allows for city-to-city comparisons, but for the purpose of this
report all cities are compared to a base city of New York, which has an index set
at 100. The survey has been carried out for more than 30 years.

4.2

More than 50,000 individual prices are collected in each survey, conducted each
March and September and published in June and December. EIU researchers
survey a range of stores: supermarkets, midpriced stores and higher-priced
speciality outlets. Prices reflect costs for more than 160 items in each city.

4.3

Prices gathered are then converted into a central currency (US dollars) using a
prevailing exchange rate and weighted in order to achieve comparative indices.
The cost-of-living index uses an identical set of weights that is internationally
based and not geared toward the spending pattern of any specific nationality.
Items are individually weighted across a range of categories and a comparative
index is produced using the relative difference by weighted item.

Note: Kuala Lumpur is not mentioned in the report. The full report need to
be subscribed at the amount $995.
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